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The New Writings of Rav Ashlag: Article on World Peace Class 6 

Meir Yeshurun 

 

Topics of Class #5 

 

 

1. The collective has only what is there in the individuals  

2. The collective and the individuals are one and the same 

3. Good and bad are measured as such only with reference     

    to the whole 

4. The individuals should perform their duties towards the   

    collective perfectly, 

5. The individuals should get compensated according to     

     what they really deserve 

5. Not following this rule harms the collective and every  

    individual 

 

The weak spot that needs to be corrected 

 

 

While there is no need to discuss at length something that is familiar and known, we have discussed this 

at length in order to draw attention to the weak spot, that is, the place that needs to be corrected. 

In other words, we wanted to show that the only thing lacking in this world is for each individual to 

understand that his own good depends on the just service that he renders to the collective, as well as 

the just allocation [of resources] to every individual member of the collective.  

 

Certainly we have a world of plenty, but we need to know how to enjoy it. 

Now, having properly verified the level of goodness that is in store for us, which is in His image—that is 

to say,  

 

1) that all the individuals in society fulfill their role perfectly, each according to what was assigned to 

him; and  

 

2) that each individual would take his share of the available resources, at a just rate, in a way that one 

would not will not touch his friend’s share. 
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From now on we must see and observe the actual ways and means that are at our disposal, in order to 

hasten for ourselves that goodness and happiness. 

The Means for Correcting the World: Mercy, Truth, Righteousness and Peace 

 

And there are four qualities that are instrumental in this, and they are: Mercy, Truth, Righteousness and 

Peace, which are the qualities that all world reformers have always been using to this very day. 

More accurately, these are the four qualities with which the development of humanity, meaning the 

governance of heaven, has paved its gradual way, until it brought humanity to its present condition.  

 

And we have already spoken about this earlier, that it would behoove us and benefit us to take the law 

of evolution into our own hands and to assume governance ourselves, because in this way we will rid 

ourselves of all manners of suffering, which the developmental history has in store for us, from here 

onwards.  

More accurately, these are the four qualities with which the development of humanity, meaning the 

governance of heaven, has paved its gradual way, until it brought humanity to its present condition.  

 

And we have already spoken about this earlier, that it would behoove us and benefit us to take the law 

of evolution into our own hands and to assume governance ourselves, because in this way we will rid 

ourselves of all manners of suffering, which the developmental history has in store for us, from here 

onwards.  

Therefore, we will look at and inquire into these four qualities, to know well what they have given us to 

this present day, and in so doing inform ourselves about what further assistance we can hope to obtain 

from them in the future. 

Truth, from Theory to Practice (a) 

 

  

Now in theory, there is no better quality than Truth. This is because all the goodness that we have 

spoken of earlier, that occurs when each individual performs his duties to the collective and receives his 

rightful share—all this is no other than "Truth." 

But the problem is that in fact, this quality is not accepted by the people of society at all. And this actual 

difficulty inherent in Truth proves what we have stated earlier, that there is a fault here and it causes 

that it will not be accepted by the society, and we need to inquire what it is. 

 

And if you really look into the said quality of Truth, in its practical potential, you will necessarily find it 

vague and very complicated, beyond the fathoming ability of the human eye. 
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After all, Truth demands that we treat all the individuals in a society as equals, so that each one of them 

receives a share according to their effort, neither less nor more.  

 

And this is the sole true basis, one that should not be doubted, because it is obvious and certain that 

anyone who wants to benefit from the work of another is against the clear said Truth and wisdom. 

Indeed, how can we picture and look-in to this Truth, in a way that will be acceptable by all the 

members of society?  

 

For example, if we consider the matter according to the observed hourly work that the individual 

performs— that is, if each individual member of society would work an equal amount of hours—the said 

Truth would not be revealed to us. 

The big question that Rav  Ashlag raises: 

 

How do you measure the “duties” and the “share”? By hours? By effort? By skill? 

 

 

 


